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Introduction

Night  Studies is  a transdisciplinary field with works from different  social  and human sciences.
Research covers a wide range of topics related to the so-called ‘Nocturnal World(s)’, including a
good number of geographical,  cultural,  and social  contexts;  formal  and informal  practices;  and
normative and non-normative behaviours. In recent years the study of the night, either as object of
study or as context, has grown exponentially. It would not be risky to affirm that, we are witnessing
the emergence of a ‘Golden Age’ for Night Studies.

Over the past year, the interplay between economic, social, and (bio)political forces have produced
(are producing, and will produce) profound changes in the Nocturnal City.  Many businesses have
closed their doors during these last months of confinement, and new businesses have taken their
places, taking advantage of the gaps left by their predecessors. The streets at night have a different
flavour, a strange atmosphere, other music, physical and emotional voids interpellate us while we
are forced to move forward towards new, biopolitically controlled ways of socializing. However,
not all of these places have been occupied, leaving behind the range of collective and individual
memories of what they once were.



The reopening with new businesses brings a renewal of the cultural, gastronomic, sports and leisure
offer, underlining the night’s cultural, economic, and social value. New formulas and new products
are offered to the public, reinventing the night or updating to new times. New restaurants, new
groups of runners, new boxing matches, or new stand-up bars pop up all over, both in the Great
North and in the Great South. A new gentrification of the night seems to break through the ruins of
the previous city. But in turn, all of this also poses new challenges for the governmentality of the
nocturnal city under the current pandemic and climate emergency scenario.

At  the  same  time  that  the  nocturnal  city  awakens,  social  inequalities,  patriarchal,  homo-  and
transphobic violence seem to arise in both public and private nocturnal spaces, and the occupation
of the city seems to be unevenly divided. Meanwhile, new leisure areas seem to consolidate, putting
the question back on the center/ periphery debate. Youngsters, migrants, and minorities gather at
new public spaces at night, redrawing the map of nocturnal informal leisure.

Cultural festivals, such as light festivals or street theater events, are timidly coming back, although
occupying new spaces such as gardens or zoos. Other cultural  forms are, once again,  receiving
viewers, although with strict controls. Innovative proposals such as the possibility of reserving an
entire movie theatre for relatively affordable prices come to play as a possibility. Music festivals,
meanwhile,  reappear  with  greater  controls  than  ever.  In  parallel,  raves  and  other  non-licensed
parties at night emerge elsewhere across our geographies as visible expression of the necessity of
social interaction among peers as well as of the wish of evasion amidst an everyday life highly
featured by repression, oppression, and criminalization of ‘the otherness’.

The (night) governance of the city faces a constant uncertainty as  new variants of COVID-19 may
spread at  any time. It  has to reinvent  itself  and find new effective ways of management.  New
bridges between local communities, private sector and authorities seems to come up. But realistic,
reliable data and good indicators are still on the agenda.

ICNS.LX3 invites all researchers to submit genuine and unpublished works that take the nocturnal
city as object or as study context. On the other hand, papers that reflect on night studies, their
possible future research agenda, new methodologies and methods, and reflections on ethical issues
related to fieldwork in challenging times are more than welcome.

[visit the conference website to access the book of abstracts and the proceedings of previous editions]



Themes and Topics of the 3rd International Conference on
Night Studies

The topics include, but are not limited to:

SPECIAL THEME

AN AGENDA FOR NIGHT STUDIES?

OTHER THEMES

 *   Methods and Methodologies for Night Studies
 *   The urban night in the past in the Global South, East, and North
 *   Night, Religion, and Myths
 *   Experiences in night management: Retrospective and Prospective Approaches
 *   Public policies and night
 *   Work and night workers
 *   Urban regeneration practices associated with night and nightlife
 *   Night transportation and urban mobility
 *   Nightlife and tourism
 *   Festivals and events
 *   Live music, culture and arts in the Nocturnal City
 *   Lighting in urban space: artistic, functional and environmental practices
 *   Past, present, and future of safety and surveillance in the night
 *   Informality, (in/ex)clusion and/or marginality in the nocturnal city
 *   Nocturnal soundscapes, atmospheres, and ambiences (digital and physical)
 *   Night and Media

Proposal types

Oral Communications
Traditional academic communications. We encourage non-traditional formats too.
Each communication will have 15 minutes time.
Only one submission as first author, maximum of two as co-author.

Organised closed sessions
If you would like to contribute by organising a closed session focused on a particular topic, please 
submit a proposal including a description of that topic, abstracts, and short bio-notes of the 
speakers.

Workshops
Tutorials and other workshops will take place along the conference. If you are interested in offering 
a workshop, please submit a proposal including a description of the content and all technical details 
needed for its set up.

Documentaries and Audiovisual
ICNS welcomes submissions of documentaries and audiovisual content. Selected material will join 
the conference on a dedicated session.



Submissions

There are many different ways to approach the night and many issues that could be addressed in this
conference. We invite all researchers, professionals, and artists to participate with their outstanding
work.

The 3rd International  Conference  on Night  Studies  is  an international  event  that  aims  to  echo
frontier research, artistic works and professional practices related to the study of the urban night in
multiple contexts worldwide.

This  event  aims  to  be  a  platform for  sharing  ongoing  or  recent  research,  open  a  critical  and
interdisciplinary  debate,  and  boost  e-networking,  bringing  together  academia  and  society.
Proposal Deadline 30th May 2022.

Submit your proposals thru the form on our site.

Venue

ICNS_3 will be held in hybrid mode:

- On-site in Lisbon at:
NOVA University Lisbon – Campolide Campus
- Some sessions in affiliated nocturnal venues 
- On-line via Zoom

It will take place from Oct 5th to Oct 7th, 2022.

ICNS is a collaborative effort of the Centre for Research and Studies in Sociology (CIES-Iscte),
the Interdisciplinary Center of Social Sciences at  NOVA University Lisbon (CICS.NOVA), the
Institute  of  Sociology  –  University  of  Porto  (ISUP),  the  International  Night  Studies  Network
(INSN) and the LXNIGHTS Research Group.

https://docs.google.com/forms/u/1/d/e/1FAIpQLScwpzsD8uhTT3qVTfWqidQ0lq0X-YbYvQhf1QrQi0fi2to6hQ/viewform?usp=send_form

